Red Wing Mixer
Formation:  Couples in a single circle with partners facing.  Men facing counterclockwise and ladies facing clockwise around the big circle.  
Music:   “Little Red Wing” on TOP 25347 

Prompts: 
Intro or
	57-64 	- - - -; Turn partner Right-Hand around;
   	1-8 	- - Pass her; Turn next Left-Hand around;
  	9-16 	- - Pass her; Turn next two hands around;
	17-24 	- - Pass her; DoSaDo the next one;
	25-32 	- - - -; Pass her and Swing the next;

	33-40 	- - - -; - - - -; 
	41-48 	- - - -; - - Promenade;
	49-56 	- - - -; - - - -;
	57-64 	- - - -; Turn partner Right-Hand around;

Description:
   	1-8 	Facing dancers turn by the Right Arm once around the pass right-shoulders by each other.  (For all of beats 1-32 the gents move to the next partner in a counterclockwise direction and the ladies move in a clockwise direction around the big circle.)
  	9-16 	The new pairs of facing dancers turn by the Left Arm once around and pass left-shoulders by each other. 
	17-24 	The new pairs of facing dancers join both hands and walk around each other right hip to right hip and then pass right-shoulders by each other.
	25-32 	The new pairs of facing dancers Dosado with each other and then pass right-shoulders by each other.

	33-48	The new pairs of facing dancers Swing with each other and end with the lady on the right side of the gent facing counterclockwise as a couple ready to Promenade.  (The original Swing was 16 beats, a balance can replace part of the Swing or dancers may need the time to catch up with the music.)  
	49-64	The pairs of dancers Promenade for 16 beats then turn to face each other ready to begin again.

Choreography by:  (unknown)
Source:  Printed in CDP Journal, February 1997
Usage:  This could be called a mixer or if you prefer just a big circle dance.  Most mixers move the dancers to just one new partner each time through the music.  Red Wind Mixer moves each dancer four positions around the circle.  It will work to almost any strongly phrased singing call record with a 4/4 beat such as a march tune.  Please do not use 2-step styling singing calls.   
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